By Susan Dunham
April 27, 2022
The battle eld is still warm, following Canada's war on the unvaccinated. The mandates
have let up, and both sides stumble back into something that looks like the old normal -except that there is a fresh and present injury done to the people we tried to break.
And no one wants to talk about it.
Only weeks ago, it was the admitted goal of our own leaders to make life
for the unvaccinated. And as a deputized collective, we force-multiplied that pain, taking the
ght into our families, friendships, and workplaces. Today, we face the hard truth that none of
it was justi ed -- and, in doing that, uncover a precious lesson.
It was a quick slide from righteousness to cruelty, and however much we might blame our
leaders for the push, we're accountable for stepping into the trap despite better judgement.
We knew that waning immunity put vast numbers of the fully vaccinated on par with the
shrinking minority of unvaccinated, yet we marked them for special persecution. We said they
hadn't "done the right thing" by turning their bodies over to state care -- even though we

knew that principled opposition to such a thing is priceless in any circumstance. And we truly
let ourselves believe that going into another ine ectual lockdown would be their fault, not the
fault of toxic policy.
And so it was by the willful ignorance of science, civics, and politics that we squeezed the
unvaccinated to the degree that we did.
We invented a new rubric for the good citizen and -- failing to be one ourselves -- took
pleasure in scapegoating anyone who didn't measure up. After months of engineered
lockdowns, having someone to blame and to burn simply felt good.
So we cannot hold our heads high, as if believing we had logic, love, or truth on our side while
we viciously wished death upon the unvaccinated. The best we can do is sit in the awareness
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of our rabid inhumanity for having cast so many aside.
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What We Learned From Hating The Unvaccinated

Most of us who pilloried the noncompliant did it because it seemed like certain victory, like
the unvaccinated would never make it through unbroken. Indeed, the promised new normal
looked unbeatable, so we sided with it and made punching bags out of the holdouts.
But betting against them has been a scathing embarrassment for many of us who've now
learned that the mandates only had the power we gave them. It was not through quiet
compliance that we avoided endless domination by pharmaceutical companies and medical
checkpoints at every doorway. It was thanks to the people we tried to tear down.
So for those of us not among the hopeless few that pray for the return of mandates, we might
nd some inner gratitude for the unvaccinated. We took the bait by hating them, but their
perseverance bought us the time to see we were wrong.
It seems right now like the mandates will return, but this time there's hope that more of us will
see them for what they are: a rising authoritarianism that has no concern for our wellbeing. If
there's an enemy, it's the con dence game of state power and the transparent attempt to tear
us apart. Heeding that looks like our best shot at redemption.
……………
Read the original article on Medium:
https://susandunham.medium.com/what-we-learned-from-hating-the-unvaccinatedfc428fa0732c

Watch Del Bigtree read the script:
https://rumble.com/v1d8j -the-unvaccinated-will-be-vindicated.html
The video above was excepted from:
Episode 276: TURNING THE TIDE
https://rumble.com/v1c9zf5-episode-276-turning-the-tide.html
The Highwire:
https://thehighwire.com/
Informed Consent Action Network (ICAN) https://www.icandecide.org/
Saturday, July 23, 2022
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MORE FROM THE HIGHWIRE
Do Vaccines Have A Role In The Better Way Forward?
https://rumble.com/v1bge9z-do-vaccines-have-a-role-in-the-better-way-forward.html
Del Bigtree Interviews Geert Vanden Bossche - Final Call - Full Interview
https://rumble.com/v13tfxs-del-bigtree-interviews-geert-vanden-bossche- nal-call-fullinterview.html
Del Bigtree: "250,000 People Have Probably Been Murdered By The COVID-19 Vaccine!"
https://rumble.com/v10lqq0-del-bigtree-250000-people-have-probably-been-murdered-bythe-covid-19-vacci.html
California's 10 Tyrannical COVID-19 Bills
https://rumble.com/vzqnqe-californias-10-tyrannical-covid-19-bills.html
Del Bigtree, Host Of The Highwire, To Sue U.S. Government Over Masks
https://rumble.com/vx8orm-del-bigtree-host-of-the-highwire-to-sue-u.s.-government-overmasks.html
Shocking New COVID-19 Vaccine Side E ects
https://rumble.com/vyj8ye-shocking-new-covid-19-vaccine-side-e ects.html
Del Bigtree Interviews Dr. Peter McCullough - The Heart Of The Matter
https://rumble.com/vx2t2i-del-bigtree-interviews-dr.-peter-mccullough-the-heart-of-thematter.html

Del Bigtree's Sensational Speech At 'Unite For Freedom' Rally In Portland
https://rumble.com/vxmv5s-del-bigtrees-sensational-speech-at-unite-for-freedom-rally-inportland.html
Del Bigtree Responds To President Biden's State Of The Union Address
https://rumble.com/vwc9fq-del-bigtree-responds-to-president-bidens-state-of-the-unionaddress.html
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Del Bigtree To Joe Rogan: Host A Debate Between Both Sides Of COVID Vaccine Controversy
https://rumble.com/vu2se0-del-bigtree-to-joe-rogan-host-a-debate-between-both-sides-ofcovid-vaccine-.html
Bigtree To McCullough: Are You Concerned About Vaccine Injuries Being Covered Up?
https://rumble.com/vx2xtw-bigtree-to-mccullough-are-you-concerned-about-vaccineinjuries-being-covere.html
Defeat The Mandates - Grand Park, Los Angeles, March 10, 2022
https://rumble.com/vzqqne-defeat-the-mandates-grand-park-los-angelesmarch-10-2022.html
Del Bigtree - Defeat The Mandates - January 23, 2022
https://rumble.com/vt61zi-del-bigtree-defeat-the-mandates-dc-january-23-2022.html
COVID-19 Whistleblower Deborah Conrad: The VAERS Reporting Scandal
https://rumble.com/vmmy0q-covid-19-whistleblower-deborah-conrad-the-vaers-reportingscandal.html
Del Bigtree: How COVID-19 Vaccines Compromise Our Immune System
https://rumble.com/vn7tiw-del-bigtree-how-covid-19-vaccines-compromise-our-immunesystem.html
Del Bigtree: "The Coronavirus Is Going To Get Us!" (Full Version)
https://rumble.com/vgkr43-del-bigtree-the-coronavirus-is-going-to-get-us-full-version.html
Del Bigtree: "The Coronavirus Is Going To Get Us!"
https://rumble.com/vgkqyt-del-bigtree-the-coronavirus-is-going-to-get-us-editedversion.html
Del Bigtree: Only People Who Have Not Been Vaccinated Can Protect This Planet
https://rumble.com/vnl1nq-del-bigtree-only-people-who-have-not-been-vaccinated-canprotect-this-plane.html
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